Letters

Authors' reply on aspirin for primary prevention
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EDITOR—By implying disagreements with our study1 which are largely misplaced or non-existent, Ramsay et al may have confused doctors who are deciding about aspirin in the primary prevention of coronary heart disease.2 We pointed out that the British Hypertension Society,3 the hypertension optimal treatment trial,4 and our trial1 all say that aspirin treatment should be started only when blood pressure is satisfactory. Since both aspirin and raised blood pressure are risk factors for cerebral haemorrhage, this seems to be good clinical practice anyway.

In citing the physicians' health study from the United States5 Ramsay et al (despite their reservations about subgroup analyses, which we also drew attention to) did not quote the non-significant trend for its finding on response according to blood pressure (P=0.48) compared with the interaction term for the association of pressure on entry with response to aspirin in our trial (P=0.0004). The published data from the hypertension optimal treatment trial did not show response to treatment according to pressure at entry.4 Readers of our paper will find that the other details Ramsay et al discussed also have little bearing on the main issues.

Overall, aspirin undoubtedly reduces the risk of (mainly non-fatal) myocardial infarction by some 30% in primary prevention6—perhaps more in some, less in others, and in this respect we question the assumption by Ramsay et al that the benefit is necessarily constant. Our results suggest otherwise as far as blood pressure is concerned. Ramsay et al did not draw attention to the risk of serious bleeding, against which any benefit has to be balanced, although this was alluded to in the British Hypertension Society guidelines. These indicated that aspirin in primary prevention should be used only in high risk individuals.3 We agree with this while re-emphasising the need to bring blood pressure to satisfactory levels first, whatever the degree of coronary risk. There is now evidence of an increase in haemorrhagic stroke due to aspirin in primary prevention besides the evidence we cited.6 This evidence, together with the risk of serious gastrointestinal bleeding that we also discussed, means that the balance between benefit and hazard even in men at moderately increased risk of heart attacks is debatable and that only those at quite substantial risk should be treated in the setting of primary prevention.
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